
DRESS CODE SUMMARY 
 

7.01    General 
1. No sagging or undergarments are to be visible. 

2. Pants with holes (or appearance of holes) are not to be worn 

3. No Camouflage of any kind or color (pants, shirts, jackets, hats, bandanas, boots, etc.) 

4. No oversized clothing allowed 

5. No Slashes in the eyebrow 

6. Students may not wear head coverings.  This includes hats, headbands greater than 1 inch, du rags, wraps, or bandanas. 

7. Protective masks worn should follow the dress code policy. 

8. Face must be visible at all times, with the exception of a protective mask. 

9. Bookbags and/or backpacks are not to be carried between classes. 

 

7.02   Shirts 
1.  All shirts must be tucked 

2.  No midriffs should be exposed 

3.  No see-through shirts/blouses, or plain white t-shirts 

4.  No tank tops, spaghetti straps, tube tops 

5.  Nothing that advocates drugs, sex, alcohol, violence, gangs, hate, or profanity  

6.  Shirts that are made to cover the midriff, but move when the student sits may not be worn 

7.  No Low-Cut Shirts/Blouses that are too revealing (Administrative discretion) 

 

7.03   Shoes 
1.  No shower shoes, flip flops, or house shoes.  

2.  No Fuzzy shoes or shoes that look like house shoes. 

3.  Footwear must have backs or a back strap 

 

7.04   Pants 
1.  Pants are to be worn on or above the waist 

2.  No Leggings/Jean-Like Leggings, unless worn with a skirt or shorts no less than 3 inches above the knee. 

3.  No Pajama Bottoms, see-through pants, wind pants are to be worn 

4.  Pants with holes (or appearance of holes) are not to be worn 

5.  No Athletic/compression pants or shorts 

6.  No pants are to be worn bound at the ankle 

 

7.05   Dresses and Skirts 
Dresses and skirts may be worn with the length to be no higher than three (3) inches above the top of the knee cap. 

 

7.06   Shorts 
Shorts may be worn with the length to be no higher than three (3) inches above the top of the knee cap. 

 

7.07   Coats 
Hooded garments may be worn as long as the hoods are not worn indoors. 

 

7.08   Jewelry 
No jewelry with reference to gangs, drugs, hate, violence, or sex is allowed. Items such as chains on a belt, wallet, etc. and 

items with spikes are not permitted. 


